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Al Horford dominates as Hawks 
cruise past Utah  
NBA » Atlanta’s Horford scores career-high 34 points.  

First Published Feb 27 2013 11:09 pm • Last Updated Feb 27 2013 11:42 pm  

Atlanta’s 1-2 punch of Al Horford and Josh Smith was good enough to knock out the Jazz on 

Wednesday night at EnergySolutions Arena. 

Horford scored a career-high 34 points, including 16 in the fourth quarter. He also grabbed 15 

rebounds and blocked five shots. 

Smith flirted with a triple-double by finishing with 17 

points, 14 rebounds and seven assists. 

Along with point guard Jeff Teague, who contributed 19 

points and seven assists, the Hawks were too much for the 

struggling Jazz. 

Utah led only once, 5-4 early in the first quarter. 

"It thought it was a gutsy win," said Atlanta coach Larry 

Drew. "They were short-handed ... but this team is very 

tough to play in their building. I told our guys we had to 

control the tempo from start to finish. We had to try and 

keep the crowd out of it as much as we could." 

Atlanta built an 80-60 lead late in the third quarter and 

fought off two rallies by the Jazz, who trailed 82-71 with 10 

minutes left and 90-82 with five minutes remaining. 

"I recall two scenarios when they made a pretty good run 

and the crowd got involved," Drew said "But we were able 

to defuse both those situations. We went to some zone, which I thought took them out of their rhythm 

a little bit." 

Asked about Horford’s dazzling performance, Drew said, "Yeah, he was big. We were running plays 

through him and, when his shot wasn’t there, he was passing the ball. He got everything within our 

offense, and guys were doing a good job finding him. ... He is really playing at a high level right now." 

The Hawks won for the third straight time on a six-game road trip that also takes them to Phoenix, L.A. 

and Denver. 
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great — better than we could expect," Horford said. "Coming into a place like this and getting a win 

against a good team like Utah, it’s great. I’m proud of my teammates." 

In the three road wins in the last five nights over Detroit, Milwaukee and Utah, Horford averages 26.6 

points, 16 rebounds and three blocked shots. 

"I’m in a good rhythm," he said. "Most importantly, we’re winning and playing well as a team. Tonight 

was a big win for us." 

Said Smith: "Al has been on a monstrous streak. [But] we’ve all been playing well collectively and 

having fun." 

Against the Jazz, Smith said, "We just kept digging and playing hard. ... It is definitely difficult to play 

in this building. We had to match their physicality. They are such a physical team, especially in the 

paint." 
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Not looking forward to a post Milsap Era if this is what the team will be like. Jefferson can't be the main scoring 

option if the Jazz want to go anywhere in the post season.   

Like Reply1 hour ago 

 

Post as …

theeng2   

Jazz dancers and the Bear > Corbins Starters. 

Like Reply1 hour ago 

bart_56   

A couple of things stood out to me last night: 

1) Big Al, doing most of the shooting, shuffling up and down the court with that determined look on his face. He 

was scoring, and really happy with himself....I wondered, "Is he totally oblivious to the fact that Horford is 

beating him like a drum?" 

2) They lost the 1st and 3rd quarters when Corbin's starters were on the court and won the 2nd and fourth 

(combined) when the bench was on the court....That  seems to be a consistent pattern. 

The only change Corbin has intentionally made in the starting lineup was dumping Hayward....The other times 

it changed all had to do with injuries.....Considering the current situation, I can't help but wonder if this is 

because Corbin really believes in his decision or if this is because Corbin refuses to admit he's made a 

mistake........At this point, looking at the upcoming schedule, it's all irrelevant.....The rest of the season is 

brutal....If the Jazz play well, they should play .500 ball from here on out....They'll be lucky if that gets them in 

the playoffs. 

ghelmke   
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Like Reply1 hour ago 

"2) They lost the 1st and 3rd quarters when Corbin's starters were on the court and won the 2nd and 

fourth (combined) when the bench was on the court....That  seems to be a consistent pattern." 

Yup. It's not a fluke, that's for sure. 

 
Like Reply1 hour ago in reply to ghelmke 1 Like 

ksterrett   

Corbin is not a bad coach. He's a good coach who makes absolutely atrocious personnel decisions. And there 

is a difference. He does a lot of things right, which go unnoticed and not talked about by most Jazz fans. This 

is the difference.  

A) Keeping this group tightly knit is not an easy task. There's a ton of guys who deserve minutes. They have 

stuck together. I think that's a positive and something that a lot of more experienced coaches have struggled 

with.  

And that's about it.  

I'm so sick of watching Marvin Williams play basketball; it's gotten beyond bad and unnacceptable. I don't 

understand how Corbin's mind works. And quite frankly, I don't care anymore. Stop playing him. Just stop. 

There are only 72 SFs in the NBA. He ranks in the  bottom 25 of PER.  

If I have to watch DeMarre Carroll (PER 16.73) ride the bench to this chump, I might as well be a Bobcats fan.  

Looking back at our biggest off-season mistake, it was trading Harris. If he was our backup PG and DeMarre 

given the minutes he deserves, we'd be a much better team---not that I blame KOC for trading Harris at all.  

For the love of winning and competitive nature and guys who have 100-percent fight 100-percent of the time, 

sit Marvin Williams and play DeMarre Carroll. Did anybody notice that just before the 6-minute mark in the 4th 

Marvin was set to check back into the game? Probably because he played so well.  

 
Like Reply3 hours ago 2 Likes 

KeyJazz   

I agree with you I was at the game last night and I was so MAD about Marvin Williams ALWAYS 

playing. He hasn't shown anything and he keeps being put in the starting lineup. They need to STOP 

putting him in that lineup I think Carroll would be a better fit for that. I notice last night it seems like the 

Jazz didn't really show up to work EXCEPT Carroll who ALWAYS SHOWS UP and NEVER get's put 

into the starting lineup. I hope during the offseason that the Jazz Management will Resign Kyle 

Korver. Kyle said yesterday he would like to come back to Utah so PLEASE Jazz Management do the 

right thing. We should have never let him go in the first place. Plus he is a WHOLE LOT BETTER 

than Marvin Williams. Just my opinion I am worried the Jazz are going to drop out of the playoff race 

and the Lakers are going to be the one's in the playoff picture. Hopefully the Jazz will pull their heads 

out of their asses! 

Like Reply1 hour ago in reply to KeyJazz 

BoogeymanFX   

Insanity, doing the same thing over and over again and expecting a different result; change the starting lineup 

before it's too late! 

Ahhh..it's already too late with the heavy road schedule coming up. The Lakers will overtake the Jazz to knock 

them out of playoff contention. Maybe next year some improvement will be demonstrated. 

When does baseball season start? 

Like Reply4 hours ago 

djablo   
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I'm gonna quote Linda Miller a couple seasons ago when Deron Williams was still on the team. "Whatever It 

Takes..." Having a coach like Tyrone Corbin is not "Whatever It Takes"!!! Starting washed up Watson again!!! 

JAZZ need a CHAMPIONSHIP CALIBER COACH!!! That's taking it to "Whatever It 

Takes"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

 
Like Reply4 hours ago 1 Like 

jdslow40   

I agree completely; the actions do not match the words: "Whatever it takes"! 

Like Reply3 hours ago in reply to jdslow40 

djablo   

Sorry to admit it: Corbin´s gotta go. That´s the only thing you can do right now. Get a good coach, somebody 

that is respected throughout the league. Somebody who kicks player´s butts and tutors them well at the same 

time. But who could it be??? Mhhhh....  

Like Reply7 hours ago 

maensen   
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